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Radio Regulation Revisited:
Coase, the FCC, and the Public Interest

It is now more than forty years since Ronald Coase’s seminal article on the Federal Communications Commission first appeared in the pages of the *Journal of Law and Economics*. The article remains important for a number of reasons, not least of which is that it offered his first articulation of the Coase Theorem. Of even greater importance for our purposes, the article literally redefined the terms of debate over American broadcast regulation, in both historical and contemporary treatments of the subject.

Focusing particularly on the development of radio regulation, Coase rejected the prevailing notion that the establishment of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) served the public interest. Rather, he concluded that its creation had been a mistake, the product of faulty economic reasoning. The complex regulatory apparatus developed under the Federal Radio Act of 1927 and recodified in the Federal Communications Act of 1934 was built on the flawed assumption that scarce resources—in this case the radio spectrum—had to be allocated by government fiat. A more efficient solution, Coase maintained, would have been to allocate the spectrum like any other scarce resource, on the basis of well-defined property rights and a free market guided by the price mechanism. Indeed, this is why he suggested that the spectrum ought to be cut up and sold at auction rather than regulated by the federal government.

While Coase’s economic reasoning and policy conclusions have since gained wide acceptance, the historical work on which the ar-
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article was based has taken quite a beating. Thomas Hazlett, in particular, has demonstrated that federal lawmakers of the 1920s were in no way blind to the property-rights option, but rather knowingly rejected it in favor of far-reaching regulation. In Hazlett’s view, radio regulation was the product not of ignorance or mistaken reasoning, but rather of an implicit deal between policymakers on the one hand and incumbent broadcasters on the other, both of whom had much to gain from a regulatory solution. “That the political marketplace pointedly vetoed a property rights solution that would bypass regulators and legislators while holding entry open into broadcasting,” Hazlett asserted, “was not a reflection of technical incompetence but of self-interested rationality.” Yet even after contradicting Coase’s rendition of the historical record, Hazlett applauded Coase’s central policy conclusion—that a well-conceived plan to auction the spectrum would better serve the public interest than did the existing regulatory regime.

At the heart of Hazlett’s critique was not only a rejection of what he called the “error theory” of broadcast regulation, but also a rejection of the public-interest theory of policymaking that lay behind it. In Coase’s version of the story, policymakers seem to have meant well: they failed to adopt a property-rights solution—and thus failed to serve the public interest, according to Coase—only as a result of bad reasoning, not bad motives. In Hazlett’s version, by contrast, lawmakers were fully aware of the property-rights option but rejected it on the basis of “self-interested rationality.”

Like Hazlett and others who have studied the history of radio regulation in recent years, we find considerable evidence that proponents of the “error theory” (including Coase himself) mischaracterized the historical record. Unlike most other students of the subject, however, we do not believe the available evidence proves that lawmakers were guided mainly by self-interest, as opposed to their own sense of the public interest, in fashioning a regulatory regime for radio. According to our reading of the legislative record, American lawmakers presented a perfectly reasonable and logically consistent case for federal regulation of broadcasting. Their often-repeated concerns about limited spectrum, which so fascinated Coase, had less to do with their interest in finding an economically efficient allocation of scarce bandwidth than with their determination to prevent a potentially dangerous concentration of political power. Coase’s mistake, we believe, was not in assuming that lawmakers were guided by a concern for the public interest, but rather that ef-
ficiency considerations were (or ought to have been) paramount in assessing the public interest.

What the record reveals is that democratic principles came into conflict with—and ultimately eclipsed—economic ones in the legislative debate, a result that was contextually specific to broadcasting. Had radio been more like newspaper, where there was no obvious limit on the number of independent voices that could be heard, policymakers might well have anticipated Coase’s advice in adopting a market approach to spectrum allocation. But, given the (apparent) reality of a limited radio spectrum and the extraordinary political influence that the right to broadcast seemed to convey, federal lawmakers turned fiercely against a market solution. It was not that they regarded regulation as the only way to prevent interference on the airwaves (as Coase maintained), but rather that they saw regulation as the best way to prevent the airwaves from being dominated by just a small number of voices.

These findings obviously raise questions about Coase’s normative claim that spectrum auctions would better serve the public interest than regulation. As the early legislative record suggests, much depends on one’s conception of the public interest. But these findings also pose a clear challenge to those who, in recent years, have reinterpreted the history of radio regulation from a rent-seeking perspective. Perhaps the officials who supported regulation fashioned arguments about concentrated political power merely as a means of covering up their true—and far more selfish—motivations. But perhaps not. The point here is that the legislative record offers little reason to doubt either their competence or their sincerity, and it thus offers little contradiction to the so-called public-interest theory of policy formation. While in no way denying that rent seeking may have played a role in the rise of radio regulation, we maintain that the public-interest theory of radio regulation has been too easily dismissed in the wake of Ronald Coase.

Coase and the History of the FCC

Ronald Coase’s reading of the historical record led him to believe that the “main reason for government regulation of the radio industry was to prevent interference.” First with ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communication, and later with radio broadcasting, the cacophony of voices transmitted over a limited radio spectrum threat-
ned to undermine the utility of the entire medium. Convinced that regulation was the best (and perhaps the only) way to bring order to this otherwise chaotic technology, federal lawmakers passed the Radio Act of 1927, which created the Federal Radio Commission, the forerunner to the FCC.

Coase supported this account with numerous quotes from public officials. Perhaps most striking was an extended passage from a 1943 Supreme Court decision, in which Justice Felix Frankfurter (writing for the court) characterized the history and logic of radio regulation precisely as Coase had described it:

The plight into which radio fell prior to 1927 was attributable to certain basic facts about radio as a means of communication—its facilities are limited; they are not available to all who may wish to use them; the radio spectrum is simply not large enough to accommodate everybody. There is a fixed natural limitation upon the number of stations that can operate without interfering with one another. Regulation of radio was therefore as vital to its development as traffic control was to the development of the automobile. In enacting the Radio Act of 1927, the first comprehensive scheme of control over radio communication, Congress acted upon the knowledge that if the potentialities of radio were not to be wasted, regulation was essential.11

Resource scarcity and the potential for interference, in other words, are what necessitated an aggressive regulatory response.

Satisfied that this was indeed the logic by which radio regulation had been (and continued to be) justified, Coase proceeded to rip it apart. “Notwithstanding the general acceptance of these arguments and the eminence of the authorities who expound them,” he wrote, “the views which have just been quoted are based on a misunderstanding of the nature of the problem.” The notion that radio required special economic treatment merely because of a dearth of usable frequencies struck Coase as absurd. It was, after all, “a commonplace of economics that almost all resources used in the economic system . . . are limited in amount and scarce.” Since most scarce resources were allocated privately in the marketplace, rather than through government edict, why should radio be any different? “It is true,” Coase conceded, “that some mechanism has to be employed to decide who, out of the many claimants, should be allowed to use
the scarce resource. But the way this is usually done in the American economic system is to employ the price mechanism, and this allocates resources to users without the need for governmental regulation."\textsuperscript{12}

Though radio interference may have seemed like a novel problem at the time, particularly given the newness of this "mysterious technology," Coase insisted that the same essential problem affected every scarce resource, including land.\textsuperscript{13} "The use of a piece of land simultaneously for growing wheat and as a parking lot," he noted, "would produce similar results. . . . [T]he way this situation is avoided is to create property rights (rights, that is, to exclusive use) in land. The creation of similar rights in the use of frequencies would enable the problem to be solved in the same way in the radio industry."\textsuperscript{14} Had the nation’s lawmakers simply thought more clearly and soberly about the challenge at hand, they would have recognized that well-defined property rights and the price mechanism—not regulation—were all that was needed to allocate the radio spectrum in a socially optimal manner. As it was, federal radio regulation was nothing more than the unfortunate product of poor economic reasoning.

Finding Error in the “Error Theory” of Radio Regulation

Although the historical treatment of radio regulation evolved considerably in subsequent years, Coase’s reading remained largely intact until 1990, when Thomas Hazlett published a devastating critique—once again in the \textit{Journal of Law and Economics}.\textsuperscript{15} Characterizing the prevailing interpretation as the “‘error theory’ of federal licensing” (since it held that radio regulation was mostly attributable to muddled thinking), Hazlett provocatively argued that there was really no error at all.\textsuperscript{16} Federal policymakers had known exactly what they were doing in 1927. In fact, in Hazlett’s view, the Federal Radio Act represented an explicit rejection of a recent judicial attempt to craft precisely the sort of property-rights regime that Coase would later recommend.

The key case upon which Hazlett relied was \textit{Tribune Co. v. Oak Leaves Broadcasting Station}, a 1926 decision that addressed the interference problem by creating a homesteading right for existing stations. The defendant in the case, described as a “wave jumper,” was ordered not to broadcast within 50 kilocycles of the plaintiff, a more established station with a longer record on the contested frequency.
“It was on this homesteading principle,” Hazlett explained, “that the judge found a common-law remedy to the potential ‘tragedy of the commons.’ Relying on established law... the opinion granted a priority-in-use property-rights rule the force of law in radio broadcasting. Private rights in the ether under common law were immediately recognized as a solution to the interference problem.”

As Hazlett tells the story, the Oak Leaves decision was received like a lightning bolt at the U.S. Commerce Department, where Secretary Herbert Hoover “had been advocating broadcasting legislation since the early 1920s.” What Hoover wanted was federal authority to grant radio franchises based on a “public interest” standard. A believer not only in big business but also in corporate service to the commonweal, Hoover insisted that every prospective radio licensee should be “compelled to prove that there is something more than naked commercial selfishness in his purpose.” His vision, however, was profoundly threatened by the Oak Leaves decision, which promised to create a true property-rights regime tied neither to Hoover’s regulatory authority nor to his expansive notion of the public interest.

Until 1926, Hoover’s Commerce Department had been in the business of assigning broadcast licenses. Though the authorizing legislation (the federal Radio Act of 1912) was originally created to cover point-to-point communication, federal regulators took it upon themselves to extend its coverage to broadcasting as well, once radio broadcasting began to take shape around 1920. Yet in 1923 and again in 1926, federal courts ruled against the Commerce Department’s licensing policy, denying that Congress had granted the department any real discretion over the allocation of radio licenses. The 1926 decision, announced several months before Oak Leaves, proved particularly debilitating, since it rejected the department’s authority even to assign wavelengths and times of operation. Rather than try to appeal the case or encourage voluntary cooperation among broadcasters, Secretary Hoover seemed to throw in the towel, apparently content to allow chaos to consume the airwaves. “By any nonstrategic standard,” Hazlett observed, “the regulatory reaction to market confusion was inexplicable.” One possible answer is that Hoover’s actions were in fact strategic. “Chaos,” explains Hazlett, “was strategically introduced into the political process” to “pressure Congress for action.”

By most accounts, the strategy—if that is what it was—appears to have worked. Congress moved quickly in late 1926 and early 1927
to craft a comprehensive regulatory solution. Signed into law on 23 February 1927, the Radio Act created a new Federal Radio Commission and authorized it to grant broadcast licenses whenever it determined “that public interest, convenience, or necessity would be served.” Far from being fashioned out of ignorance, Hazlett maintains, the Radio Act represented a conscious rejection of the property-rights approach that was just then emerging in the courts.

In place of the flawed “error theory” of radio regulation, Hazlett has offered his own “franchise-rents” theory, which characterizes American radio law as the product of “self-interested rationality,” in which the major players—particularly federal policymakers and the leading radio broadcasters—each achieved advantages that would have been unattainable in an unregulated market. “The bargain instituted was a classic regulatory quid pro quo wherein incumbent radio broadcasters agreed to be subject to ‘public interest’ licensing requirements in exchange for barriers to new entry.” Leading broadcasters were assured of increased rents (since the new regulatory regime would deny upstart competitors the right to “homestead unoccupied bands”), while Congress “gained some measure of authority over this newly evolving medium of expression.”

There can be no doubt that Hazlett’s work has dramatically advanced our understanding of the origins of broadcast regulation in the United States, overturning the “error theory” and underscoring the critical role of strategic and rent-seeking behavior on the part of broadcasters and lawmakers alike. Yet several important questions still remain unanswered. Why did Coase (and others who followed him) get the history so wrong? If, as Hazlett contends, “interference was not the problem,” what led Coase to believe that it was in fact a problem of central importance? And if the economic viability of the property-rights option was indeed plainly visible at the time, why were American lawmakers (well known for their anti-statist sentiments) so intent, as Senator C. C. Dill put it, on “prevent[ing] private ownership of wave lengths” and asserting the “full sovereignty over radio by Congress”? Hazlett maintains that these lawmakers sought to place themselves at the “nexus of decision making in a brisk competitive rivalry for zero-priced frequency rights” and thus to provide themselves with “a very well understood discretion over the life and death of lucrative and influential broadcasters.” But then why did they not choose to regulate every industry to the same extent (or at least to the extent legally—or constitutionally—permissible)? Perhaps radio was special. But if so, why would Hazlett,
after correcting Coase's history, ultimately agree with Coase's normative conclusion that broadcast frequencies ought to be allocated in the private marketplace, on the basis of property rights and prices, like any other resource? Was radio special, or not?

The answer, in short, is that radio was special. Certainly other nations, which placed strong state controls over the medium, considered it to be so. And American lawmakers, though easing private access to the spectrum and promulgating a tamer version of public oversight, felt no differently about its exceptional nature. Radio was regarded as special, however, not because of some distinctive economic characteristics, but rather because of distinctive political characteristics associated with the power to broadcast and to shape public opinion. Surely some policymakers (though by no means all) understood that radio interference could be solved in the private marketplace once property rights in the spectrum were assigned. But they feared that such a strictly economic solution to the problem of interference could itself create a political problem of vastly greater consequence, permanently concentrating control over mass communication in too few hands. What drove them toward a regulatory rather than a common-law solution, then, was the combination of spectrum scarcity on the one hand and radio's enormous political significance on the other. Had either of these characteristics been absent, a property-rights approach would have sufficed. Together, they seemed to pose such a grave threat to the democratic process that lawmakers felt they had no choice but to establish direct regulatory control over the industry.

Fear of Concentrated Control over the “Most Potent Political Instrument of the Future”

Many scholars, including both Coase and Hazlett, have noted that federal policymakers often worried about broadcasters obtaining too much influence over public opinion. But it seems that no one has yet demonstrated just how pivotal this concern was in the shaping of federal radio legislation. As the historical record makes clear, a pervasive fear of political monopoly—that is, of concentrated control over this new and unparalleled means of political expression—profoundly influenced the legislative process at almost every step of the way.
Such a fear already loomed large in 1924, when Secretary Hoover urged Congress to assert more explicit and expansive public control over the radio spectrum. “It is inconceivable,” he declared during a congressional hearing,

that the American people will allow this new-born system of communication to fall exclusively into the power of any individual group or combination. Great as the development of radio distribution has been, we are probably only at the threshold of the development of one of the most important of human discoveries bearing on education, amusement, culture, and business communication. It can not be thought that any single person or group shall ever have the right to determine what communication may be made to the American people. . . .

[T]he fundamental thought of any radio legislation should be to retain possession of the ether in the public and to provide rules for orderly conduct of this great system of public communication by temporary permits to use the ether. It should be kept open to free and full individual development, and we should assure that there can be no monopoly over the distribution of material. 33

Not surprisingly, a representative of the Radio Broadcasters’ Society of America, a group of independent stations, wholeheartedly agreed:

If [radio broadcasting] is put into the hands of a trust, into the hands of a monopoly—if a monopoly is not stopped now, and they get control in this country—it might well be that some official of the monopoly company, sitting in the quiet of his executive office, surrounded and protected and away from the public, where he can not be seen, will issue the fiat that only one kind of religion shall be talked over the radio; that only one kind of politics shall be talked over the radio; that only one candidate can give messages to the people; that only one kind of soap can be advertised. 34

When Raymond Asserson, speaking at the same set of hearings on behalf of the New York City Broadcasting Supervisor, expressed concern about superpower stations having “great power of influence over the public,” Representative George W. Edmonds of Pennsylva-
nia replied, “The point you are making is this, that if it should get into the control of two or three hands, they could shut out certain lines of conversation, talk, or speeches over the radio, and allow others in, just to suit their purposes.” Asserson agreed, claiming that there is a “danger there, in advocating that policy [of allowing high-power broadcast stations], of really advocating monopoly of the air.” Although David Sarnoff of RCA insisted that superpower stations would not interfere with other wavelengths, Asserson maintained that the RCA-affiliated superstation in Bound Brook, New Jersey, was already blocking out independent broadcasters.

A related problem that concerned many lawmakers was the emerging secondary market for spectrum rights. By the mid-1920s, it had become commonplace for those seeking access to the spectrum to purchase existing stations and petition federal regulators for license transfers. Cognizant of the substantial investments involved, the Commerce Department typically reassigned licenses with little debate. As Hazlett explained it, Secretary Hoover “relied on market transactions to minimize broadcasting disruptions, à la the Coase Theorem.” But many legislators worried that if a license effectively ran with the radio apparatus, then there would be nothing to prevent the concentration of broadcasting rights in a single person or firm.

Believing that it was essential to preempt the creation of any true property rights in the spectrum, Senator Robert B. Howell of Nebraska proposed a bill reasserting the public’s right to the ether in 1926. Solicitor Stephen B. Davis of the Commerce Department explained that the bill “would compel the disclaiming of any such claim” of vested rights in the ether. When Chairman C. C. Dill of the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee asked Senator Howell if he knew of any such claims, Howell replied that “such claims are contemplated,” and that he introduced the bill “to force to the surface now, and not 25 years from now, any claim of vested right.” This would “enable Congress to deal with them now in the infancy of this art.”

Lawmakers apparently feared that tradable rights in the spectrum could easily lead to an unacceptable concentration of power in broadcasting. Afraid of precisely such an outcome, Senator James B. Couzens of Michigan quizzed Davis about the Commerce Department’s routine approval of license transfers in the overcrowded Chicago market. “[I]f that policy was carried on,” Couzens asked, “it could monopolize the whole district by buying up stations, could it
not?” Davis noted that there was no evidence as yet of any such monopoly forming, but Couzens persisted.

Couzens: If priority is ignored in that case then the apparatus controls the situation, and anyone that buys the apparatus can control the situation.

Davis: We have felt this way about it, Senator, that the license ran to the station rather than to the individual. In other words, we have never felt it wise to adopt a policy under which we would say to an individual, “Yes; go in and build this station at whatever cost there may be. If you die it is worth nothing. If you change your mind and want to quit broadcasting it is worth nothing. If you get into business trouble it is worth nothing to your creditors. It has only got a refuse value.” We take the position that inasmuch as these licenses are only 90-day licenses anyway, that the license ran to the apparatus; a man can transfer his apparatus, and if there is no good reason to the contrary we will recognize that sale and license the new owner of the apparatus.

Couzens: Well, it seems to me, then, it is up to Congress to provide some means whereby no single interest can control the broadcasting of the district.41

Later on in the hearings, when the Chicago market again came to the fore, Solicitor Davis reassured the committee that there was “no absolute right of transfer.”42 With more than forty stations in the Chicago area, there was no chance of one company monopolizing regional broadcasting, so long as no vested property rights were established in the ether.43 But Couzens maintained that “if and of necessity these stations must be restricted in number, it is perfectly obvious to me that it will only be a short time before it becomes a monopoly, and there is nothing in the law, and there is nothing in your jurisdiction, which would prevent that as long as you have in mind, and somewhat properly so, that the investment itself is entitled to some protection.”44 When Davis explained that the elimination of a right to transfer would impose enormous costs on incumbents, severely compromising the value of their investments, Couzens declared that he did not object to a station owner “selling what rights he has so long as he does not tack on anything for his license from the Government. In other words, I do not believe that
we are justified in creating a franchise value for the privilege to broadcast." \(^{45}\)

As Senator Couzens made clear, the creation of a “franchise value” in radio frequencies ran contrary to the spirit of the proposed legislation. Congress sought to maintain the spectrum as a publicly owned resource because of its special nature. It was not just that radio frequencies were scarce, but that radio was, in Representative Ewin L. Davis’s words, “the most potent political instrument of the future.” \(^{46}\) If power over this instrument were ever concentrated in the wrong hands, it could threaten the very foundations of the republic.

Though a great many lawmakers adhered to this logic, Representative Luther A. Johnson of Texas probably articulated it as clearly as anyone ever did during a congressional floor debate in 1926. “There is no agency so fraught with possibilities for service of good or evil to the American people as the radio,” he explained.

As a means of entertainment, education, information, and communication it has limitless possibilities. The power of the press will not be comparable to that of broadcasting stations when the industry is fully developed. If the development continues as rapidly in the future as in the past, it will only be a few years before these broadcasting stations, if operated by chain stations, will simultaneously reach an audience of over half of our entire citizenship, and bring messages to the fireside of nearly every home in America. They can mold and crystallize sentiment as no agency in the past has been able to do. If the strong arm of the law does not prevent monopoly ownership and make discrimination by such stations illegal, American thought and American politics will be largely at the mercy of those who operate these stations. For publicity is the most powerful weapon that can be wielded in a Republic, and when such a weapon is placed in the hands of one, or a single selfish group is permitted to either tacitly or otherwise acquire ownership and dominate these broadcasting stations throughout the country, then woe be to those who dare to differ with them. It will be impossible to compete with them in reaching the ears of the American public.

Subsidy of radio broadcasting would be far more effective and dangerous than subsidy of the press. For if every newspaper in the United States could be purchased by some trust or
combination, independent and competing newspapers could be established. But if the broadcasting stations, which are necessarily limited in number, can be acquired, or even a majority of the high-powered stations owned and controlled by a trust, then the public will be helpless to establish others, unless the Government protects them in this right. Freedom of the air will be impossible if the Government either licenses or permits monopoly ownership of radio sending stations.

Johnson’s analogy to the newspaper industry went to the very heart of the issue. In his 1959 article, Coase claimed that there was no meaningful distinction between the publication of newspapers and radio broadcasting. But the fact that entry could conceivably be limited in one but not the other, Johnson argued, made all the difference in an arena so critical to the democratic process.

As it turned out, the House and Senate each passed its own version of radio legislation at the end of 1926, prodded by recent court decisions and perhaps by Hoover’s supposed chaos strategy as well. According to Senator Dill, while the two bills “differed widely as to who should have the authority to regulate radio [the Secretary of Commerce or the Federal Radio Commission], they both contained provisions to prevent the users of radio apparatus from maintaining or even asserting any claim to the ownership of any vested rights in wave lengths.” With no time available to resolve their differences before the end of the legislative session, each house rushed to pass a joint resolution in 1926, negating any private claims of spectrum ownership in the meantime.

The new Congress that convened in 1927 moved quickly to pass a reconciled piece of legislation. An amalgam of the House and Senate versions, the resulting Radio Act included two strong antimonopoly provisions. One prohibited the unlawful monopolization of radio communication, while another outlawed the ownership of radio and wire systems in combination. With the behemoth AT&T clearly in mind, Congress sought to remove any possibility that radio broadcasting would fall into the hands of this, the nation’s greatest communications monopoly. But it was the hallmark regulatory standard of “public interest, convenience, or necessity” that provided the new commission with its most powerful weapon for preempting concentrated control over radio broadcasting—and one that was conceptually distinct from the prevailing standard in antitrust law.
Whereas the objective in antitrust was to bar “restraint of trade,” the goal of the Radio Act was to prevent, among other things, restraint of diverse expression over the airwaves. To be sure, some lawmakers who were frustrated with the Justice Department’s handling of antitrust matters (particularly Senator William Borah of Idaho, Senator Key Pittman of Nevada, and Representative Ewin Davis of Tennessee) hoped to create a new and far more aggressive antitrust vehicle under the guise of radio regulation. But this covert objective was more the exception than the rule. In its final form, the Radio Act split the power to control monopoly in the radio industry between the radio commission and the Justice department.52

Such dual regulation struck Coase as unnecessary.53 Yet what seemed redundant to Coase was in fact designed to provide critical flexibility in combating concentrated control over a resource that Carl J. Friedrich and Evelyn Sternberg tellingly characterized as a “molder of public opinion and an instrument of political power.”54 Under the Radio Act, if the Justice Department found evidence of monopolistic trade, the commission was authorized to revoke the offender’s broadcast license. But that was only the tip of the iceberg. The statute’s public-interest standard, in particular, allowed the commission to act in advance of specific antitrust violations and to address a much broader class of problematic behavior.55 As early as 1941, an FCC report on chain broadcasting made clear that while the commission “should administer its regulatory powers with respect to broadcasting in light of the purposes which the Sherman Act was designed to achieve,” its power extended beyond that act’s narrowly conceived mission.56 “We do not predicate our jurisdiction to issue the regulations on the ground that the network practices violate the antitrust laws. We are issuing these regulations because we have found that the network practices prevent the maximum utilization of radio facilities in the public interest.”57

Those who crafted the nation’s radio legislation never fully explained why they believed existing antitrust law would be insufficient to achieve their objectives. Presumably, the notion that antitrust law, an economic instrument, would not be optimal for addressing concentrations of political power on the airwaves was so obvious that it was simply taken for granted.

Certainly, the notion that radio broadcasting carried special political significance was plain enough. In addition to establishing the public-interest standard, federal lawmakers also imposed a strict prohibition on broadcast licenses being granted or transferred to for-
eigners, or even to “any company, corporation, or association of which any officer or director is an alien, or of which more than one-fifth of the capital stock may be voted by aliens or their representatives or by a foreign government or representative thereof, or by any company, corporation, or association organized under the laws of a foreign country.” As Representative Wallace H. White of Maine explained in 1924, “This means of communication within our borders should be in the hands and control of those loyal to this country.”

The resulting prohibition on foreign control over broadcast licenses hardly fits neatly into a rent-seeking model of policy formation, since incumbent broadcasters must have recognized at the time that a legal constraint on the demand for their assets was unlikely to redound to their economic benefit. Nor can the prohibition be explained by appealing to a simple economic-efficiency version of the public-interest model. To be sure, a rule limiting foreign control over broadcasting would have been unnecessary had the radio spectrum merely constituted an economic resource like any other, as Coase later insisted. The truth is that this unusual prohibition was written into the law precisely because the spectrum was regarded as no ordinary resource. Indeed, Coase’s contention that “there is nothing about the broadcasting industry which would lead us to believe that the allocation of frequencies constitutes an exceptional case” strangely overlooks the medium’s enormous political consequence, which was almost universally recognized at the time.

Coase, Radio Regulation, and the Supreme Court

Not surprisingly, the same essential oversight also biased Coase’s assessment of the Supreme Court and its take on radio regulation. As will be recalled, Coase dismissed Justice Frankfurter’s argument for federal regulation, articulated in FCC v. National Broadcasting Co. (1943), as based on nothing more than simple resource scarcity: “Mr. Justice Frankfurter seems to believe that federal regulation is needed because radio frequencies are limited in number and people want to use more of them than are available. But it is a commonplace of economics that almost all resources used in the economic system (and not simply radio and television frequencies) are limited in amount and scarce.”
Yet Frankfurter's opinion was considerably more sophisticated than Coase suggested. The justice clearly explained with regard to the Federal Communications Act of 1934 that its provisions "preclude the notion that the Commission is empowered to deal only with technical and engineering impediments to the 'larger and more effective use of radio in the public interest.'" Indeed, as Frankfurter acknowledged, the FCC was charged with bringing about a socially optimal use of the medium that was not likely to be achieved in an unregulated market. Speculating about what might happen in the absence of public control over spectrum allocation, he wrote:

Suppose, for example, that a community can, because of physical limitations, be assigned only two stations. That community might be deprived of effective service in any one of several ways. More powerful stations in nearby cities might blanket out the signals of the local stations so that they could not be heard at all. The stations might interfere with each other so that neither could be clearly heard. One station might dominate the other with the power of its signal. But the community could be deprived of good radio service in ways less crude. One man, financially and technically qualified, might apply for and obtain the licenses of both stations and present a single service over the two stations, thus wasting a frequency otherwise available to the area.

Citing liberally from an opinion he had written three years earlier, Frankfurter explained that the scarcity of resources was not the single, nor even the most important, motivating factor behind radio legislation. Instead, concern over the concentration of private power in radio broadcasting drove the legislature to act. "Congress," he had observed in 1940, "moved under the spur of a widespread fear that in the absence of governmental control the public interest might be subordinated to monopolistic domination in the broadcasting field." The Communications Act, which emerged from this regulatory impulse, was "not designed primarily as a new code for the adjustment of conflicting private rights through adjudication. Rather it expresses a desire on the part of Congress to maintain, through appropriate administrative control, a grip on the dynamic aspects of radio transmission."

If Coase underestimated Frankfurter's understanding of the interference problem and the logic of regulation, he himself relied on
a rather particular reading of the First Amendment. “The situation in the American broadcasting industry,” Coase wrote,

is not essentially different in character from that which would be found if a commission appointed by the federal government had the task of selecting those who were to be allowed to publish newspapers and periodicals in each city, town, and village of the United States. A proposal to do this would, of course, be rejected out of hand as inconsistent with the doctrine of freedom of the press.66

Yet when applicants for broadcast licenses appealed to the Supreme Court, complaining that a denial of a license constituted an abridgment of free speech, the court was unsympathetic. Not content with the absolutist view of the First Amendment that the broadcasters put forth, the majority concluded in 1943 that “denial of a station license . . . is not a denial of free speech.”67

The logic behind this distinction became clear some years later in a landmark 1969 decision, Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC. Here the court explained that far from restricting free speech, licensing restrictions actually helped to preserve it. The limited nature of the spectrum prevented all applicants from gaining access to broadcast stations. But in the absence of public regulation, those who gained access could easily use their power to preclude others from being heard. Thus the court determined that “the right of free speech of a broadcaster . . . does not embrace a right to snuff out the free speech of others.”68 It also clarified the essential justification for the FCC’s equal-time rule, which the appellants in the case had vigorously protested as a violation of their First Amendment rights. “Where there are substantially more individuals who want to broadcast than there are frequencies to allocate,” the court announced,

it is idle to posit an unbridgeable First Amendment right to broadcast comparable to the right of every individual to speak, write, or publish. If 100 persons want broadcast licenses but there are only 10 frequencies to allocate, all of them may have the same “right” to a license; but if there is to be any effective communication by radio, only a few can be licensed and the rest must be barred from the airwaves. It would be strange if the First Amendment, aimed at protecting and furthering communications, prevented the Government from making
radio communication possible by requiring licenses to broadcast and by limiting the number of licenses so as not to overcrowd the spectrum.

This has been the consistent view of the Court. . . .

. . . No one has a First Amendment right to a license or to monopolize a radio frequency. . . . It is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that market, whether it be by the Government itself or a private licensee.69

*Red Lion* made it clear that the First Amendment provided no immunity from the FCC’s licensing power. Concern over the monopolization of the airwaves remained paramount in the justices’ minds, a trend that was apparent as early as the 1940 *Pottsville* decision. As the court’s successive rulings made clear, the needs of private broadcasting companies were subordinate to the public interest as determined by the FCC. Federal regulation of the airwaves was not, as Coase had insisted, equivalent to “selecting those who were to be allowed to publish newspapers and periodicals in each city, town, and village of the United States.”

Within this context, moreover, Hazlett’s economistic notion that the problem of scarcity would inherently be solved if frequencies were priced in the private market seems oddly out of place. The Court’s sense of scarcity—defined presumably as insufficient opportunity for diverse and independent political expression on the airwaves—would hardly be solved by Coase and Hazlett’s “price-rationing mechanism,” even if “excess demand for licenses” were indeed “eliminated” in the process.70 Surely, a market for another politically consequential resource, votes, would eliminate scarcity in strictly economic terms, by allowing those most interested in electoral outcomes to obtain the votes of the relatively apathetic. But it would do so only by generating unacceptable scarcity in a political sense, by denying sufficient opportunity for individual input into the democratic process.

Indeed, this was the implicit logic that led policymakers to react so strongly beginning in the 1920s against the notion of permanent property rights in the spectrum and the rationing of broadcast frequencies through the price mechanism. A proposal to allocate votes in the marketplace would obviously have been greeted with even greater alarm, but—and this is the important point—it would
have been opposed for many of the same reasons. There are certain places, apparently, where economic and political imperatives simply do not mix.

Radio Regulation and the Public Interest

By viewing the radio spectrum as nothing more than a standard economic resource, Coase missed what was for many lawmakers its defining characteristic. The unprecedented power to communicate and to shape public opinion that radio allowed had profound implications for American politics and, indeed, for the democratic process itself.

In a very real sense, radio broadcasting threatened one of the nation’s most trusted bulwarks against tyranny. As James Madison had observed in Federalist 10, it was the cacophony of voices, spread out over vast distances, that served as the greatest guardian of the democratic process in America. Not only would a multitude of disparate factions render it virtually impossible for any stable—and potentially tyrannous—majority to form, but individual factions would find it hard to reach very far beyond their own locales in a nation as large as the United States. “The influence of factious leaders,” Madison wrote, “may kindle a flame within their particular States but will be unable to spread a general conflagration through the other States.” Because “communication is always checked by distrust, in proportion to the number whose concurrence is necessary,” a demagogue’s power would necessarily dwindle as it was projected further from its base.71 Madison’s vision of a healthy democratic republic relied on a vigorous and disruptive competition among political interests—or, to put it another way, on intense and continuing interference in the political realm.

Radio broadcasting posed little threat to Madison’s vision so long as it was filled with a cacophony of competing voices, crammed together on a raft of overlapping frequencies. But once the interference problem was solved through a rational method of spectrum allocation, broadcasting immediately threatened to provide some factions with unparalleled access to the public, based on a technology that collapsed space in the transmission of the human voice.72 Broadly speaking, this is why policymakers so feared the potential for concentrated control over broadcasting, why so many of them took for granted that spectrum allocation could never be left en-
tirely to the private market, and why the Supreme Court so steadfastly guarded the authority of federal regulators in the years after the FCC was created.

Perhaps because the case for regulation was rarely stated with the kind of logical precision that economists demand of themselves, Coase misinterpreted the impassioned support for radio regulation that he found in the historical record merely as an expression of mass anxiety about a mysterious new technology. Convinced that the radio spectrum was indeed no different than any other economic resource, Coase refused to believe that the lawmakers’ near universal support for a regulatory solution could be guided by anything but a “misunderstanding of the nature of the problem.” It was a bit like Herbert Spencer, who claimed in the late nineteenth century that despite all the stories to the contrary, scientists should understand that it was physically impossible to throw a curve ball. Spencer’s physics proved faulty because in thinking “scientifically” about the trajectory of a sphere moving through space, he assumed away two critical facts about the problem at hand: that there were stitches on baseballs and friction in the air. We believe that Coase committed a similar error in his work on the FCC by ignoring the crucial political significance of radio broadcasting.

Of course, all of this is not to say that pervasive fear about the potential for political monopolization of the airwaves was the only factor that led contemporary lawmakers to adopt the regulatory approach that they did. Hazlett’s powerful insights about the benefits that major players derived from the arrangement remain as relevant as ever. Nor are we suggesting that the FCC has fully achieved the legislative objective of assuring diversity of expression on the airwaves that Congress set for it in the 1920s and 1930s.

Indeed, there is little doubt that federal radio policy favored commercial broadcasters over ideologically and religiously charged stations from the beginning. The regulators’ chief goal—avoiding the monopolization of a scarce and politically significant resource—did not extend to protecting single-issue stations. Instead, the goal was to promote stations that offered broadly oriented programming.

Although network radio derived great benefit from this regulatory approach (as Hazlett correctly maintains), it is simply too great a leap to interpret this outcome as strong evidence that congressional lawmakers and commercial broadcasters had colluded from the outset. As the relevant historiography makes clear, the regulators’ preference for network broadcasters is consistent with an anti-
labor thesis, a procorporate thesis, a rent-seeking thesis, and an anti-
monopoly thesis. It is also consistent with the simple proposition
that regulators viewed these commercial broadcasters as especially
unlikely to tyrannize the airwaves. The three bland networks that
the FCC long tolerated—and even fostered—may not have created
the sort of vibrant diversity that Congress originally intended; but
neither did they exercise tyrannous control over political speech.

Our point is simply this: that the bulk of the evidence strongly
suggests that the fear of concentrated control over mass communi-
cation mattered a great deal in the making of American radio regu-
lation. The record also suggests that this concern about concentrated
political power provided lawmakers with a perfectly reasonable ba-
sis upon which to conclude that a property-rights solution would not
have been socially optimal. This was because their conception of
the public interest—of what actions would be socially optimal—had
at least as much to do with democratic principles as with notions of
economic efficiency. Even if it arose as a result of purely voluntary
market transactions, concentrated control over radio broadcasting
could still represent a major threat to the republic. Coase’s misread-
ing of the historical record should thus serve as a warning to stu-
dents of law and economics about the perils of assuming away critical
real-life factors that do not fit neatly into our models, like those
nettlesome stitches on a baseball.

This story, we believe, should also serve as a reminder that the
public-interest theory of policymaking, long dismissed as naive, ac-
tually requires further evaluation. The fact that lawmakers ad-
vanced coherent arguments in support of federal radio regulation
during the 1920s and 1930s is obviously not sufficient to confirm
the public-interest theory. But it does provide a good reason to give
the theory another look. If the lawmakers’ often-repeated claim about
the perils of concentrated control over the airwaves really were noth-
ing more than a cover for selfish rent-seeking, then one would have
to admit they put on a phenomenal show. We may never be certain
about the true motivations of these lawmakers. What should be clear
now, however, is that a public-interest reading of federal radio legis-
lation finds little contradiction in the legislative record itself.

In fact, even today, ongoing developments in the arena of radio
regulation seem only to bolster the public-interest perspective. As is
well known, there has been a major push in recent years to deregul-
ate the airwaves. Proponents of deregulation have sought, in par-
ticular, to create more genuine markets for spectrum rights (based
initially on government auctions) and to reduce restrictions on media ownership (such as the rule blocking any individual company from owning more than a certain number of television and radio stations in a particular locale). This debate is of interest here for at least three reasons.

To begin with, there can be little doubt that Coase's ideas about the optimality of a market-based approach to spectrum allocation have ended up playing a central role in redefining the "public interest" and, in turn, in driving deregulation of the industry on public-interest grounds. Speaking in support of spectrum auctions to a House subcommittee in 1997, FCC Chairman Reed Hundt emphasized both his pursuit of the public interest and his debt to Ronald Coase:

Congress and the FCC need to affirm a new paradigm of spectrum policy that relies on market techniques for commercial uses of spectrum. I believe that such a policy is the best way to ensure that spectrum is used to benefit the public. Market-based spectrum policy is not based on new radical economic theories, but rather on sound principles that have been tried and true for 50 years. Nobel Laureate Ronald Coase wrote an article advocating market-based approaches for the FCC more than 35 years ago.77

In 2001, thirty-seven economists—among them Ronald Coase himself, two former members of the President's Council of Economic Advisors, ten former justice department officials, and six former FCC officials, including Thomas Hazlett—wrote a brief to the FCC urging "the Commission to advance the 'public interest' by eliminating barriers to the productive use of radio spectrum" (particularly with respect to wireless communications technologies). Noting that "none of us has been retained by any client concerning this submission" and that many economists had "written articles showing the benefits" of their proposed approach, they insisted that "market-oriented rules opening the radio spectrum" would capture "its full potential for society."78 The current chairman of the FCC, Michael Powell, appears to have been duly convinced, suggesting in a recent interview that "the famous Ronald Coase treatise that won the Nobel Prize was about this—that [the traditional command-and-control] spectrum policy is lunacy. The market could work this out."79

The relevant point for this article is that although notions of how best to serve the public interest have changed as a result of
Coase’s powerful economic arguments, there is no question that ideas about the public interest, however defined, are still of great import in shaping the policy debate. Indeed, there is a certain irony in the fact that many of the same economists who, in their scholarship, are quick to attribute legislative and regulatory outcomes to self-interested, rent-seeking behavior have nonetheless lobbied hard in recent years for deregulation of the spectrum—and, on top of that, that they have done so explicitly on public-interest grounds and have proved remarkably influential!

A second intriguing point to emerge from the current debate over deregulation of the airwaves is that the traditional argument about preventing concentrated control over a politically sensitive resource still resonates in the halls of Congress, though certainly not as loudly as it once did. Responding to continued calls for deregulation in 2001, for example, Senators Ernest Hollings and Byron Dorgan wrote in the Washington Post, “For decades, our communications policy has imposed sensible restrictions on media ownership to promote and preserve multiple, independent voices. . . . [If] media consolidation is allowed to continue unfettered . . . local control, local coverage and a robust marketplace of ideas will suffer.” Significantly, Hollings and Dorgan explicitly distinguished their goal of promoting “diversity and localism” on the airwaves from “narrow antitrust notions of competition,” just as Congress had done in 1927.80

Even Hollings and Dorgan acknowledged, however, that this traditional argument in support of radio regulation was facing mounting criticism on the grounds that “current ownership restrictions are outmoded because of the proliferation of new media outlets.” Which brings us to the third, and perhaps most fascinating, point about the current debate. According to a growing number of critics, the rise of the Internet, cable and satellite television, and the like have rendered the FCC obsolete, since there is no longer any meaningful limit on the number of independent voices that can be heard.81 Proponents of the traditional regulatory regime, including Hollings and Dorgan, counter this argument by noting that “most people still get their information from local newspapers, radio and television stations,” rather than from the Internet.82

What we find most striking, however, is that this newest argument about the obsolescence of radio regulation is in fact perfectly consistent with the logic that was used to justify radio regulation in the first place. As we have shown, the early advocates of the FRC
and the FCC rested their case on a combination of spectrum scarcity on the one hand and broadcasting’s special political significance on the other. There was no need to regulate newspapers in the same way, they believed, because newspapers were characterized by only one of these attributes (political significance), but not both. If it is indeed correct to think about the Internet and other new communications technologies as effectively eliminating spectrum scarcity in broadcasting, as some now argue, then the traditional case for regulation—even if once correct—might now be defunct.

Curiously, all of these goings-on remind us of the old adage that the more things change, the more they stay the same. With respect to spectrum allocation, old conceptions of the public interest are now under attack, by Coasians on the one hand and new communications technologies on the other. Yet much of the debate still revolves around the special political significance of broadcasting. And despite the fact that there are many powerful and influential interests involved, it still appears that the current debate (like the historical one) can be understood fundamentally as a contest of ideas about how best to serve the public interest. How that debate is likely to turn out is a question that lies well beyond the scope of this article. But the very nature of the debate—and the fact that social scientists like Coase and Hazlett are themselves deeply involved in it (as experts, not rent-seekers)—should help to reinforce our historical argument that the public-interest perspective remains highly relevant, even if intensely unfashionable, in the realm of policy studies.
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